
Product information

1. Product description: LYRA FERBY® 

2. Article no.: 3610001-371: untreated, 31 different colours à 12 pcs in a cardboard box
3620001-371: coated, 31 different colours à 12 pcs in a cardboard box
1810101: graphite pencil, lead intensity B à 12 Stück im Kartonetui

3. Product type: three-plane thick core crayon

4. Packaging: 3611060:   6 colours in a cardboard box 3621060:   6 colours in a cardboard box
3611120: 12 colours in a cardboard box 3621120: 12 colours in a cardboard box
3613360: 36 pens in a plastic quiver 3623180: 18 colours in a round screw-in
3612960: 96 pens in a wooden display               plastic box
3611063:   6 neon colours in a cardboard 3623360: 36 pens in a plastic quiver
               box 3622960: 96 pens in a wooden display
1813360: 36 pens in a plastic quiver 3621063:   6 neon colours in a cardboard box

5. Ingredients: Crayon: Pigments, binders, fillers, antiblocking agents
Graphite pencil: Clay, graphite, wax

6. General attributes: Pen length: 12cm
Lead diameter: 6,25mm
Three-plane LYRA comfort-grip
High concentration of very lightfast pigments
Indelible and watertight
Closed pen tail

7. Application:

7.1 Application area: Kindergarten, preschool, school, hobby

7.2 Applicable to: Paper, carton, wood, metal, plastics, stone, textiles

7.3 Application advice:

8. Special features:

Three-plane LYRA comfort-grip: 

The pen length of 12cm prevents small hands from a pen tilting backwards.

9. Minimum durability/
Storage advice: Dry storage. Unlimited durable.

10. Batch code:

11. Environment, consumer
protection, disposal: - CE-compliant, fit the Law of Materials and Articles and the EN 71

- Awarded with „Spiel gut“
- Do not contain any toxicologically critical heavy metals or heavy metal connections
- Coated LYRA FERBY®  are saliva fast and resistant against perspiration. Therefore they 
are particularly suitable for young children.

Colours are well mixable among each other. A finishing varnish is unnecessary.          
Please change the pencil sharpener after 24 completely sharpened pencils. Otherwise 
your are going to risk an increased amount of bursting pens! 

Because of the extra-thick lead LYRA FERBY®  are extremely break-proof and economic- 
al. The high concentration of very lightfast pigments allows an intensive application. 

The „rounded down triangular“ offers much more contact surface for the fingers than 
round or hexagonal pens. Thus the pressure on the fingers decreases and less muscular 
strength  is required, because the larger contact surface enhances the slip resistance. 
Particularly  small hands, sinistrals and users with a disorganisation in their fine motor 
skills benefit from  the ergonomic design and are now able to paint considerably longer 
without any signs of  fatigue.
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- Disposal with domestic waste.

12. Further information: ISZ brochures:

All brochures are available for download as pdf-file from www.ewima-isz.de!
13. FAQ:
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